
This report looks at the following areas:

•• The impact of COVID-19 on the technology habits of Generation Z
including which technology products they have used more often as a result
of the outbreak.

•• How the popularity of smart earbuds and smartwatches is impacting
Generation Z’s purchasing intentions for the next year.

•• Which technology devices they use most often for specific activities
including shopping, online banking and watching media content.

•• Generation Z’s preference for streaming services ahead of traditional TV,
and subscriptions to video-sharing websites.

Generation Z are driving the shift away from traditional TV viewing to
streaming services and video-sharing websites. As such, 77% of this age group
watch content from video-sharing websites more frequently than TV from a set-
top box and 24% have a subscription to a video-sharing website like YouTube
Premium. It is therefore becoming increasingly difficult for companies to reach
Generation Z through TV advertising. Services such as YouTube TV could play
an important role for advertisers in the future as a means of reaching
Generation Z on a platform they use frequently.

The limited social interaction brought about by COVID-19 is having a significant
effect on 16-23 year olds. Spending time with friends in-person is their favourite
activity and more than half have struggled with loneliness since the lockdown.
Video calling apps have been critical in this period and despite some of the
frustrations with using it, 63% of Generation Z are more likely to video call in the
future as a result of COVID-19.

One of the threats in relation to technology habits and Generation Z is digital
addiction. Some 56% of Generation Z are concerned about the mental health
implications of using technology devices too often. However, this also
represents an opportunity for manufacturers to reach out to Gen Z to help them
with these issues, for example with newsletters featuring recent news articles
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“Video calling has been a key
tool for Generation Z as the
COVID-19 lockdown stopped
them from in-person social
interaction, and many in the
age group say they are likely
to continue to use it in the
future as a result of the
pandemic.”
– Zach Emmanuel, Consumer
Technology Analyst
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and resources/advice on the theme of digital addiction. This can be useful as a
way of building relationships with a generation who are tech enthusiasts but
also increasingly concerned about their relationship with the devices they use
every day.
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Z
Figure 1: Short, medium and long-term impact of COVID-19 on
the technology habits of generation Z, 16 September 2020
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• In-person social interaction still much more important than

online for Generation Z
• Importance of video calling during lockdown to combat

loneliness
• Streaming services thriving during lockdown
• TV viewing among 16-24 year olds continues to drop
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• Companies and brands
• Instagram adds Reels to compete with TikTok for

Generation Z
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struggles during COVID-19
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• High ownership of smart earbuds in Generation Z

Figure 2: Technology products owned by Generation Z, July
2020

• Almost four in 10 Generation Z consumers have a voice-
controlled speaker at home
Figure 3: Technology products in the home, July 2020

• Many of Generation Z are not regular TV watchers
Figure 4: Generation Z’s daily usage of technology products,
July 2020

• Increased usage of technology products across the board
since COVID-19
Figure 5: Impact of COVID-19 on Generation Z’s daily usage
of technology products, July 2020
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• Generation Z favour smartphones over tablets for vast
majority of activities
Figure 6: Generation Z’s preferred device for particular
activities, July 2020

• iPhone SE to engage Generation Z but lack of 5G could be
problematic
Figure 7: Generation Z’s interest in buying technology devices
in next year, July 2020

• Vast majority of Generation Z prefer streaming services to
traditional TV

• Generation Z indicate ongoing interest in video calling
• Over half of 16-23 year olds are concerned about too much

technology usage
Figure 8: Attitudes towards streaming services, video calling
and too much technology usage, July 2020

• Impact of COVID-19 on the technology habits of Generation
Z
Figure 9: Short, medium and long-term impact of COVID-19
on the technology habits of generation Z, 16 September 2020

• Impact on companies and brands
• Instagram Guides start on Wellbeing theme during

COVID-19
• Fitbit’s new flagship smartwatch can support Generation Z

during COVID-19
• Impact on consumers
• Increased usage of technology products across the board

since COVID-19
• Gen Z will continue to embrace video calling after the

pandemic

• How COVID-19 is impacting the technology habits of
Generation Z

• Spreading news and resources on digital addiction to build
Generation Z’s knowledge

• Generation Z becoming increasingly hard to reach with
traditional TV ads

• Generation Z feeling the stresses of limited social
interaction

COVID-19 AND TECHNOLOGY HABITS OF GENERATION Z

ISSUES AND INSIGHTS

THE MARKET – KEY TAKEAWAYS
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• Generation Z most prominent in shift away from traditional
TV

• In-person social interaction still much more important than
online for Generation Z
Figure 10: Activities that Generation Z most enjoy, July 2020

• Importance of video calling during lockdown to combat
loneliness

• Streaming services thriving during lockdown
• TV viewing among 16-24 year olds continues to drop

significantly
Figure 11: Average minutes per day spent watching broadcast
TV, 2010-19

• Generation Z’s technology purchasing likely to be relatively
resilient

• Brands prioritise wellbeing during COVID-19
• Apple develops privacy features for iOS, spelling bad news

for advertisers

• Instagram adds Reels to compete with TikTok for
Generation Z

• Instagram Guides start on Wellbeing theme during
COVID-19

• iOS 14 includes new privacy feature but will impact
advertisers

• Some positivity for Generation Z
• Fitbit’s new flagship smartwatch can support Generation Z’s

struggles during COVID-19
• Stress tracking and possible illness prediction
• Appeal of the Fitbit Sense to Generation Z
• Fortnite adds direct payments but is then removed from App

Store and Google Play

• Smart earbuds high in Generation Z’s interests
• Generation Z have clear preference for video-sharing

websites ahead of TV

MARKET BACKGROUND

COMPANIES AND BRANDS – KEY TAKEAWAYS

LAUNCH ACTIVITY AND INNOVATION

THE CONSUMER – KEY TAKEAWAYS
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• Increased usage of technology products across the board
since COVID-19 outbreak

• Growth in technology usage despite mental health concerns
Figure 12: Impact of COVID-19 on Generation Z’s daily usage
of technology products, July 2020

• High ownership of smart earbuds in Generation Z
• Partnership between smart earbuds manufacturers and

fashion retailers to engage Generation Z
• Battery life key to convincing Generation Z away from

AirPods
• Lower-end and refurbished tablets can appeal to

Generation Z
Figure 13: Technology products owned by Generation Z, July
2020

• Almost four in 10 Generation Z consumers have a voice-
controlled speaker at home
Figure 14: Technology products in the home, July 2020

• Many of Generation Z are not regular TV watchers
• Casting social media to TV could be a key selling point

Figure 15: Generation Z’s daily usage of technology products,
July 2020

• Generation Z favour smartphones over tablets for vast
majority of activities
Figure 16: Generation Z’s preferred device for particular
activities, July 2020

• iPhone SE can engage Generation Z but lack of 5G could
be problematic

• 5G smartphones with exclusive games could move
Generation Z away
Figure 17: Generation Z’s interest in buying technology
devices in next year, July 2020

• Vast majority of Generation Z prefer streaming services to
traditional TV

• Traditional TV channels on video-sharing websites
potentially key for advertisers

IMPACT OF COVID-19 ON CONSUMER BEHAVIOUR

OWNERSHIP OF TECHNOLOGY DEVICES

USAGE OF TECHNOLOGY DEVICES

INTEREST IN BUYING TECHNOLOGY PRODUCTS

ATTITUDES TOWARDS TECHNOLOGY
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• Generation Z indicate ongoing interest in video calling
• Generation Z the ideal audience for gaming and calling

experiences
• Over half of 16-23 year olds concerned about too much

technology usage
Figure 18: Attitudes towards streaming services, video calling
and too much technology usage, July 2020

• Abbreviations
• Consumer research methodology

APPENDIX – DATA SOURCES, ABBREVIATIONS AND
SUPPORTING INFORMATION
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About Mintel
Mintel is the expert in what consumers want
and why. As the world’s leading market
intelligence agency, our analysis of
consumers, markets, product innovation and
competitive landscapes provides a unique
perspective on global and local economies.
Since 1972, our predictive analytics and
expert recommendations have enabled our
clients to make better business decisions faster

Our purpose is to help businesses and people
grow. To find out how we do that, visit
mintel.com.
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